
Heavy ion charge states in Jupiter’s polar 
magnetosphere

1) ion-neutral interactions are playing a role in redistributing the 
heavy ion charge states; 2) these energetic heavy ions may be a 

source of Jupiter’s soft X-rays
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Figure 5: Frequency distributions depicting the oxygen (top), sulfur (middle) and combined O & S (bottom) to proton 343 
characteristic energy ratios. Black dashed curves correspond to log-normal fits with the associated parameters µ and s  labeled 344 
in each panel (see text for details).  345 
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In Figure 5c we also show the ratio of characteristic energies between the combined On+ 347 
and Sn+ channels – effectively extending the heavy ion measurements down to ~170 keV 348 
total energy. In practice, since these are not species resolved channels, the interpretation 349 
of the result is limited, despite results from partial density calculations (based off the 350 
method shown in Section 2) that reveal mixed species energy channels are likely 351 
dominated by oxygen ions. Figure 6 shows the frequency distributions of the On+ to Sn+ 352 
partial density calculations within the observed MV potentials (bars bars) and we 353 
conclude that since the mean ratio is 1.63 ± 0.53, that O is dominant. If this holds true, 354 
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• Megavolt potentials 
discovered by Clark et 
al. (2017) in Jupiter’s 
polar cap region are 
used to determine the 
charge states of the 
heavier ions 

• Charges states are 
important because 
they help us 
understand 
acceleration processes 
and energetic ion-
neutral interactions


